A power shut down has been arranged on March 7, 2020 to carry out work of Aerial Bunch Cabling, Tree Cutting and other maintenance on 11 KV Kudchirem feeder from 9.00 am to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Lakere, Maulingem, Kudchirem Village, Deulwada, Bhatwadi, Satterkarwada, Paltadwada, Taliwada, Naingini, Podocem, Dhatwada and Surrounding Area.

Similarly, a power shut down has been arranged on March 9, 2020 to carry out work of Aerial Bunch Cabling, Tree Cutting and other maintenance on 11KV Narva/Deewar feeder from 9.00 am to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Kelbaiwada, Chimulwada, Gaonkarwada, Savnawada, Vaiguine, Haturli, Mayem lake, Deviche bhat, Dessai muddy, Tikajan and Surrounding Area.

Similarly, a power shut down has been arranged on March 11, 2020 on account of maintenance / construction work on 11 KV Cortalim feeder from Verna from 9.00 am to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Cortalim Panchayat, Market, Pajentar and Chaudi.

Similarly, a power shut down has been arranged on March 12, 2020 on account of maintenance / construction work on 11KV Cortalim feeder from Verna Sub station from 9.00 am to 2.00 p.m. The areas affected are Quelossim Panchayat, Raidor, Uddo, Shelvona and surrounding areas.
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